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We present a simple method for all-optical measurements of background, amplitude, and timing jitters of ultra high speed pulse trains or 
PRBS sequences using the jitter dependence of the intercorrelation-peak shape. This method is numerically and experimentally demonstrated 
on a 42.66-Gbit/s PRBS sequence and then applied to measure the jitter growths occurring during the propagation of a 160-GHz pulse train in 
a classical SMF/DCF dispersion map.
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1. Introduction

In future ultrafast telecommunication systems using op-

tical time division multiplexing and dispersion management

techniques, picosecond and even subpicosecond pulses will

be transmitted through optical fibers at very high bit rates

>80 Gbit/s [1–3]. Consequently, the ability to measure the

quality and parameters such as extinction ratio, timing, and am-

plitude jitters of high speed clocks or transmitted pulse trains

has become of a great interest for telecommunication engineers

and transmission line designers. Unfortunately, for pulse trains

beyond the bandwidth limit of electronic devices, no optical

sampling oscilloscope are yet commercially available and we

can assume that future devices will evolve in a very expensive

trend. Consequently, checking the quality of ultrahigh speed

pulse trains is still a recurring question. Frequency resolved op-

tical gating (FROG) has been proposed a few years ago and

was proved to be a powerful method to characterize such high

speed pulse trains in intensity and phase even for pseudo ran-
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dom bit sequences (PRBS) [4–6]. But, even though the FROG

technique gives a large number of parameters (intensity and

phase profiles, extinction ratio), it is generally a time consuming

method (not suitable for real time monitoring) and does not per-

mit timing and amplitude jitter measurements [6]. The optical

autocorrelator is often associated to the FROG technique [6].

In contrast to the sampling oscilloscope, the time-averaging of

the autocorrelation function allows the use of low-speed, high

sensitivity detectors, does not require a local pulse source and

can be used even on signals with closed eye diagrams [6]. It

is the reason why many people, even in the telecommunica-

tion field, use the autocorrelation function to control the pulse

shape [3]. But, even if the autocorrelation function has already

been proved to be an efficient way to measure the timing jitter

of 40-Gbit/s PRBS sequences [7] or the optical to noise ra-

tio (OSNR) impairments at 10 Gbit/s [8], generally speaking,

they do not pull all the benefits out of their measurements [3].

In this paper, we propose an extension of these methods and

report an all optical technique for the simultaneous measure-

ments of the intensity background, timing, and amplitude jitters

of high speed repetition rate pulse trains or PRBS sequences.

This technique is based on the distinct behavior of the auto-
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correlation and intercorrelation peaks of the signal under test

and more specifically on the timing and amplitude jitter de-

pendences of the intercorrelation peak amplitude and width.

By means of numerical simulations followed by 42.66-Gbit/s

PRBS and 160-GHz experiments, we successfully demonstrate

that this method can be employed for the jitter characterization

of periodic or PRBS pulse trains. We believe that such a sim-

ple, all optical and relatively cheap method could find a large

area of applications in the field of ultrahigh repetition rate opti-

cal signals such as high speed mode lock lasers, optical clock or

differential phase shift keying (DPSK) signal characterizations.

2. Theory and simulations

The first piece of work we carried out leads to the determina-

tion of the amplitude and timing jitters of a simulated 160-GHz

pulse train. First of all, the intensity autocorrelation function

A(τ) of an optical signal I (t) is obtained from the interaction

of two time-delayed (τ ) replicas of the signal under test and is

defined as [6]

A(τ) =
∫

I (t)I (t − τ) dt. (1)

Practically, Fig. 1a shows how this optical autocorrelation func-

tion can be experimentally obtained and corresponds to the

setup of our second-harmonic generation (SHG) background-

free autocorrelator device used in the following experiments [4].

The two time-delayed replicas of the input signal are obtained

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Autocorrelation experimental setup. (b) Example of a 160-GHz pulse

train experimental autocorrelation function.

through a 50:50 beam splitter while the variable time delay is

tuned by means of a step-motor controlled translation stage.

Then, the two replicas are focused in a 2-mm-thick BBO crys-

tal by a 5 cm focusing lens. Note that a polarization controller

(PC) is also used to minimize the insertion loss of the polar-

izer placed at the autocorrelator input and to optimize the SHG

signal. Finally, after injection in an optical fiber thanks to a

micro-lens, the second harmonic autocorrelation signal is de-

tected by means of a photo-multiplier and an oscilloscope.

Figure 1b illustrates an example of an experimental recorded

160-GHz pulse train autocorrelation function. The autocorrela-

tion peak AAC(τ ) is obtained from the correlation of the signal

by its nondelayed replica (τ � |T/2|, T is the signal period)

and this is the reason why it represents the autocorrelation of

an individual pulse and that its maximum is always equal to

1 even if neighboring pulses are quite different. At the op-

posite, the intercorrelation peak AXC(τ ) (τ � |T/2|) results

from the correlation between neighboring pulses and is conse-

quently dramatically sensitive to neighboring pulse differences.

The method we proposed in this paper is to characterize high

speed pulse trains or PRBS sequences by comparing the auto-

correlation and intercorrelation peaks of the signal under test.

During its generation or propagation, essentially because of

nonlinear interactions between neighboring pulses or noise, the

pulse train may get amplitude and timing jitters and can be ex-

pressed assuming Gaussian pulse shape as

I (t) =
∑

n

In(t − nT ), In(t) = an exp

(

−
(t + τn)

2

2t2
0

)

, (2)

where T is the pulse train period, n is the pulse index, an is the

amplitude jitter which is assumed to have Gaussian statistics

with an average value equal to 1 and a standard deviation σa.

τn is the timing jitter which is assumed to have Gaussian statis-

tics with an average value of 0 and a standard deviation σt. Note

that this method can be applied only if jitters are sufficiently

fast to consider that pulses act individually, i.e., no difference

could be observed between auto- and inter-correlation peaks if

a slow jitter is applied to the pulse train. Finally, t0 corresponds

to the RMS width and related to the full-width at half maximum

(FWHM) by [9]

FWHM = 2t0
√

2 ln(2). (3)

In absence of jitters, the autocorrelation and intercorrelation

peaks of I(t) are equal and are given by

AAC(τ ) = AXC(τ ) = t0
√

π exp

(

−
τ 2

4t2
0

)

. (4)

Figure 2 shows an illustration of the intensity profile of an ideal

160-GHz pulse train as well as its autocorrelation function, re-

spectively Figs. 2a and 2b, dashed line. At the same time, solid

lines represent this pulse train numerically damaged by adding

timing (0.4 ps) and amplitude (20%) jitters. The number of pe-

riods is chosen to be sufficiently large (212) in order to have an

efficient statistical distribution. Density functions of timing and

amplitude jitters are plotted in Figs. 2c and 2d and show pretty

well Gaussian shapes with an average of 0 ps for the arrival time

and an average of 1 for the peak intensity.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. (a) Initial 160-GHz pulse train (dashed line) and degraded with timing (0.4 ps) and amplitude (20%) jitters (solid line). (b) Autocorrelation function of initial

(dashed line) and degraded pulse train. (c) Probability density of the amplitude jitter. (d) Probability density of the timing jitter.

By comparing the initial (dashed line) and degraded (solid

line) autocorrelation functions of the 160-GHz pulse train in

Fig. 2b, we can clearly observe that the presence of amplitude

and timing jitters is characterized by a dramatic attenuation and

broadening of the intercorrelation peaks, translating the dif-

ferences between neighboring pulses. This behavior could be

greatly observed in Ref. [3] where the autocorrelation function

of an 85-Gbit/s DPSK signal has been recorded until 4320 km.

In presence of timing and amplitude jitters, the autocorrela-

tion and intercorrelation peaks (respectively AAC and AXC) can

be obtained by injecting expression (2) in Eq. (1) and are then

given by

AAC(τ ) =
〈

a2
0

〉

〈

∫

exp

(

−
t2

2t2
0

−
(τ − t)2

2t2
0

)

dt

〉

,

AAC(τ ) =
〈

a2
0

〉√
πt0 exp

(

−
τ 2

4t2
0

)

,

AXC(τ ) = 〈a0a1〉

〈

∫

exp

(

−
t2

2t2
0

−
(τ − t − �Γ )2

2t2
0

)

dt

〉

,

AXC(τ ) = 〈a0a1〉
√

πt0

〈

exp

(

−
(τ − �Γ )2

2t2
0

)

〉

, (5)

where �Γ = τ0 − τ1, τ0 and τ1 (respectively a0 and a1) are the

timing jitters (respectively amplitude jitters) for two neighbor-

ing pulses, and 〈−〉 stands for statistical averaging. Assuming

independent Gaussian statistics for the timing and amplitude

jitters, the autocorrelation and intercorrelation peaks have now

the following form:

AAC(τ ) =
(

1 + σ 2
a

)√
πt0 exp

(

−
τ 2

4t2
0

)

,

AXC(τ ) =
√

πt0
√

1 + σ 2
t /t2

0

exp

(

−
τ 2

4t2
0

1

1 + σ 2
t /t2

0

)

. (6)

From this analysis, we can express the timing and amplitude jit-

ters in terms of the full-width at half maximum FWHMAC and

FWHMXC of the autocorrelation and intercorrelation peaks,

and in terms of their amplitudes PAC and PXC:

σt =
1

4
√

ln 2

[

FWHM2
XC − FWHM2

AC

]1/2
,

σa =

[

PAC

PXC

(

1 +
σ 2

t

t2
0mes

)−1/2

− 1

]1/2

, (7)

where t0mes is given by t0mes = FWHMAC/(4
√

ln 2).

The expression for the timing jitter is consistent with the one

derived in Ref. [7]. Here we show that it holds true even in the

presence of amplitude jitter. In other words, because broaden-

ing of the intercorrelation peak was only due to the timing jitter,
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Table 1

Comparison between the simulated and retrieved jitters of a 160-GHz pulse

train

FWHM (ps) Peak σt (ps) σa

AAC 1.81 1 Simulation 0.40 0.20

AXC 2.25 0.78 Retrieved 0.40 0.19

its measurement with the correlation setup is not sensitive to the

amplitude jitter. Consequently, the amplitude and timing jitters

can now be extracted simply from the experimental measure-

ments of the autocorrelation and intercorrelation peak FWHMs

and amplitudes.

Another interesting result is that we can compute the errors

on the measured values of σt and σa by performing a linear

stability analysis of expressions (7). If �t , respectively �P ,

represents the temporal resolution, respectively the amplitude

resolution, of the correlation setup, we obtain

�σt =
1

4
√

ln 2

[

FWHM2
XC + FWHM2

AC

FWHM2
XC − FWHM2

AC

]1/2

�t,

�σa = σa

[

�P 2

P 2
AC

+
�P 2

P 2
XC

+
�t2

FWHM2
AC

+
�t2

FWHM2
XC

]1/2

. (8)

Note that the timing jitter measurement accuracy is inversely

proportional to the square root of the timing jitter, which shows

that this method has rather poor resolution when the timing jit-

ter is small. At the opposite, the amplitude jitter measurement

accuracy is, roughly speaking, proportional to the jitter itself,

which shows that it is efficient even when the jitters are small.

For example, Table 1 gives a comparison between the sim-

ulated jitters defined as the standard deviation of the density

functions plotted in Figs. 2c and 2d and those retrieved from

Eq. (7) by means of FWHMs and amplitudes of autocorrela-

tion and intercorrelation peaks. We can clearly see an excellent

agreement between the simulated and calculated results, prov-

ing the reliability of the method.

We would like to stress that this method is unlimited in fre-

quency and thus could be used to characterize pulse sources

with high repetition rates beyond the electronic sampling os-

cilloscope limitation. Recording the autocorrelation function of

DPSK format during the propagation, as in Ref. [3], could now

become a powerful measurement which is presently underesti-

mated in the telecommunication field.

2.1. PRBS pulse train

This method can be applied to a pseudo-random bit sequence

(PRBS) as well, providing that the length of the sequence is

sufficiently large to ensure a fair statistical distribution between

“0” and “1.” In this case, the maximum of the initial intercorre-

lation peak becomes R (ratio of “1” in the sequence) in contrast

to 1 in the periodic case. Consequently, in the PRBS case, the

expression of the timing jitter in Eq. (7) is still valid while that

of the amplitude jitter becomes

σa =

[

R

PXC

(

1 +
σ 2

t

t2
0mes

)−1/2

− 1

]1/2

. (9)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Eye diagram of the 160-Gbit/s PRBS sequence degraded with timing

(0.2 ps) and amplitude (20%) jitters. (b) Autocorrelation function of the initial

(dashed line) and degraded 160-Gbit/s PRBS sequence.

Table 2

Comparison between the simulated and retrieved jitters of a 160-Gbit/s PRBS

sequence

σt (ps) σa

Simulation 0.20 0.20

Retrieved 0.20 0.19

Note that in a true PRBS sequence, the number of “0” is equal

to the number of “1” and R = 0.5.

Figure 3a shows the eye diagram of a 160-Gbit/s PRBS se-

quence damaged by timing (0.2 ps) and amplitude (20%) jitters.

Figure 3b represents the autocorrelation function of this initial

(dashed line) and degraded (solid line) 160-Gbit/s sequence.

By means of Eqs. (7) and (9), one can calculate the timing

and amplitude jitters of the sequence. Table 2 sums up the re-

sults. As in the periodic case, we can see an excellent agreement

between simulated and retrieved jitters.

2.2. Pulse train with background

Because of the intrinsic features of pulse sources (fiber ring

lasers, nonlinear optical loop mirrors, optical modulators), or

simply because of nonlinear interactions with noise or neigh-

boring pulses in optical fiber, we have to consider the case

where pulses are degraded or raised on an intensity background.

As a result, the model for the nth pulse intensity becomes
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In(t) = fd + (1 − fd)an exp

(

−
(t + τn)

2

2t2
0

)

, (10)

where fd is the intensity background.

In the general case (R �= 1), the autocorrelation peak of I (t)

is now given by

AAC(τ ) =

(

Tf 2
d + 2fd(1 − fd)

√
2πt0 + (1 − fd)

2
√

πt0

×

[

exp

(

−
τ 2

4t2
0

)

+ R exp

(

−
(T − τ)2

4t2
0

)

])

×

(

Tf 2
d + 2fd(1 − fd)

√
2πt0 + (1 − fd)

2
√

πt0

×

[

1 + R exp

(

−
T 2

4t2
0

)

])−1

, (11)

where T is the pulse train period.

The minimum of the autocorrelation function Fd is approxi-

mately reached at

τmin = ±
T

2

(

1 −
4t2

0

T 2
lnR

)

. (12)

Note that τmin = ±T/2 in the periodic case (R = 1).

The value of Fd is then given by

Fd =

(

Tf 2
d + 2fd(1 − fd)

√
2πt0

+ 2
√

R(1 − fd)
2
√

πt0 exp

(

−
T 2

16t2
0

)

)

×

(

Tf 2
d + 2fd(1 − fd)

√
2πt0

+ (1 − fd)
2
√

πt0

[

1 + R exp

(

−
T 2

4t2
0

)

])−1

. (13)

Measuring Fd on the experimental autocorrelation function, we

can get fd by solving a quadratic equation. If Fd is small, then

the solution can be expanded as

fd =
Fd − 2

√
R exp(−T 2/16t2

0mes)

2
√

2 − 4
√

2R exp(−T 2/16t2
0mes)

≈
Fd

2
√

2
, (14)

where the last expression is obtained assuming T larger than

4t0 (well separated pulses).

Figure 4a shows the eye diagram of a 160-GHz pulse train

with an intensity background of 4% and damaged by a tim-

ing (0.2 ps) and amplitude (20%) jitters. Figure 4b represents

the autocorrelation function of the initial (dashed line) and de-

graded (solid line) pulse train.

As in Fig. 2b, we can see that the intercorrelation peak is

dramatically reduced and broadened due to the presence of

amplitude and timing jitters. By removing the contribution of

neighboring pulse overlapping and by supposing that timing jit-

ter does not participate to the autocorrelation background, that

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Eye diagram of the 160-GHz pulse train with a 4% intensity back-

ground and degraded with timing (0.2 ps) and amplitude (20%) jitters. (b) Au-

tocorrelation function of the initial (dashed line) and degraded pulse train.

Table 3

Comparison between the simulated and retrieved jitters of a 160-GHz pulse

train in presence of an intensity background

Background σt (ps) σa

Simulation 0.04 0.40 0.20

Retrieved 0.04 0.40 0.19

means that timing jitter does not exceed 10% of the bit slot, the

timing jitter could be also evaluated thanks to Eq. (7) by calcu-

lating the FWHMs at

1

2
[Pk + Fd], (15)

where Pk is the inter- or autocorrelation peak and Fd the mea-

sured autocorrelation background.

Under the same assumptions, the decrease of the intercorre-

lation peak due to the jitters is now obtained by the following

expression:

PAC − Fd

PXC − Fd
=

(

1 + σ 2
a

)

(

1 +
σ 2

t

t2
0mes

)1/2

. (16)

For example, Table 3 gives the simulated and calculated jitters

and background of the pulse train plotted in Fig. 4a. Thanks

to Eqs. (7) and (14)–(16), we have successfully derived all the

desired features of the pulse train from its autocorrelation func-

tion.
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3. Experimental results

3.1. 42.66-Gbit/s results

The first series of experiments were carried out on the tech-

nological platform PERSYST (platform for test and research

on optical telecommunication system) in Lannion, France,

(persyst@persyst.fr). The purpose is to characterize in the

time domain a RZ 42.66-Gbit/s PRBS sequence by means

of a 50-GHz optical sampling oscilloscope and thanks to the

second-harmonic generation background-free optical autocor-

relator described in Fig. 1a as well. Figure 5 shows the ex-

perimental setup. The signal is coded thanks to a LiNbO3

modulator driven by a 215 − 1 PRBS sequence in NRZ format

at 42.64 Gbit/s, generated by electrical multiplexing of 4 trains

at 10.66 Gbit/s. The RZ 33% optical signal is obtained thanks

to a LiNbO3 modulator driven by a 21.3 GHz sinusoidal clock.

Then, the sequence is injected into 100 km of nonzero disper-

sion shifted fiber (NZDSF, D = 4 ps/nm/km). Chromatic dis-

persion was compensated with dispersion compensating fiber

Fig. 5. 42.66-Gbit/s transmission experiment, optical band pass filter (OBPF).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) Eye diagram of the initial 42.66-Gbit/s PRBS sequence. (b) Cor-

responding autocorrelation function: experimental (solid line) and simulated

(circles).

(DCF) and amplification is ensured by erbium-doped fiber am-

plifiers (EDFA). The 42.66-Gbit/s PRBS sequence was finally

characterized at the receiver by a 50-GHz optical sampling os-

cilloscope and by the optical autocorrelator.

We first characterized the PRBS sequence in a back-to-back

configuration. Figure 6a represents the corresponding eye di-

agram. The timing jitter was evaluated at 1 ps by the sam-

pling oscilloscope (corresponding to the resolution limit of the

equipment). Thanks to the experimental autocorrelation func-

tion, plotted in Fig. 6b (solid line), and to Eq. (7), we have

calculated a timing jitter of 0.96 ps (±2%, �t = 10−2 ps)

which is in good agreement with the first oscilloscope mea-

surement. In both cases, the amplitude jitters were found neg-

ligible. Moreover, we have also plotted in Fig. 6b (circles), a

simulated autocorrelation function of the 42.66-Gbit/s PRBS

sequence calculated from the experimental features (FWHM,

jitters, background). The excellent agreement between the two

different curves stresses the accuracy of the method.

Figures 7a and 7b show the experimental results obtained af-

ter 100 km of propagation. The NZDSF input power was fixed

to 10 dB m in order to exacerbate the nonlinear effects so as to

speed up the timing jitter creation. The timing jitter was mea-

sured to 2.5 ps by means of the sampling oscilloscope (Fig. 7a)

and to 2.22 ps (±1%, �t = 10−2 ps) through the autocorre-

lation method (Fig. 7b, solid line). No significant decrease of

the intercorrelation peak compared to the back-to-back mea-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) Eye diagram of the 42.66-Gbit/s PRBS sequence after 100 km of

propagation. (b) Corresponding autocorrelation function: experimental (solid

line) and simulated (circles).
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surement was observed after 100 km, indicating that no ampli-

tude jitter was generated during the propagation, which is in

good agreement with the oscilloscope conclusions. Finally, on

Fig. 7b, we observe a good agreement between the experimen-

tal autocorrelation function (solid line) and that simulated from

the calculated features (circles), proving the reliability of the

measurement.

3.2. 160-GHz results

The second series of measurements leads to the determina-

tion of the intensity background, timing and amplitude jitters

of a 160-GHz pulse train during its propagation in a classical

100-km SMF/DCF recirculating loop setup. The experimental

setup is shown in Fig. 8a. A high quality 160-GHz Gaussian

pulse train, generated by multiple four wave mixing in a 1 km-

long NZDSF [10] is injected into a 100-km-long recirculat-

ing loop setup. The dispersion map is a symmetric map [11]

made of 2 spans of 50 km of SMF fiber (D = 17 ps/km nm,

S = 0.056 ps/km nm2) separated by a dispersion compensat-

ing fiber (DCF) module which compensates for 99% of the

total second- and third-order chromatic dispersion of the line.

Two erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA) are used to com-

pensate for the total losses of the line while a 1.8-THz optical

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Experimental setup, optical switch (OS), polarization controller (PC).

(b) Autocorrelation functions of the 160-GHz pulse train at (bottom to top) 100,

400, 800, 1100, 1500 and 2000 km.

band pass filter (OBPF) is inserted to avoid the accumulation of

noise into the loop. The output signal is finally characterized by

our background-free second-harmonic generation autocorrela-

tor described in Fig 1a.

By supposing that pulses keep a Gaussian shape during their

propagation but develop a growing intensity background and by

using expressions (7) and (14)–(16), we derived the FWHMs,

the intensity backgrounds, the timing and amplitude jitters of

the 160-GHz pulse train at 100, 400, 800, 1100, 1500, and

2000 km which experimental autocorrelation functions are plot-

ted in Fig. 8b. Figure 9a shows the measured FWHMs and the

calculated intensity backgrounds. We can observe that after an

initial broadening, the pulse width stabilizes and remains con-

stant during the propagation, indicating that the dispersion man-

agement is finely tuned. The intensity background increases

during the whole propagation, indicating that strong nonlin-

ear interactions occurred between neighboring pulses and noise

and thus limited the propagation distance. Figure 9b shows the

calculated timing σt and amplitude σa jitters as a function of

propagation distance. We can notice that the 2 jitters dramati-

cally increase to reach at 2000 km nearly the third of the pulse

width for the timing jitter and the entire pulse peak for the am-

plitude jitter. Note that the error bars on Fig. 9b are calculated

by means of expressions (8). Figure 9c shows the measured au-

tocorrelation function at 800 km (solid line) and that simulated

(circles) from the measured features (FWHM=1.44 ps, inten-

sity background of 6%, σt = 0.17 ps and σa = 27%). We can

observe that we found an excellent agreement between the two

different curves indicating the reliability of our technique. Fi-

nally, for illustration, Fig. 9d shows the intensity profile of the

160-GHz pulse train corresponding to the simulated 800 km

autocorrelation function plotted in circles in Fig. 9c. We can

notice that the level of the amplitude jitter evolves in a dramatic

behavior for a telecommunication system.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have reported a simple and all-optical

method for the simultaneous measurements of the intensity

background, timing, and amplitude jitters of high repetition rate

pulse trains and PRBS sequences. This technique is based on

the recording of the experimental optical autocorrelation func-

tion of the pulse train under test and on the timing and ampli-

tude jitter dependences of the intercorrelation peak amplitude

and width. We have derived simple expressions of the jitters as

a function of the FWHMs and amplitudes of the autocorrela-

tion and intercorrelation peaks both in the periodic and PRBS

case. We have also completed the analysis by computing the er-

rors on the measurements and by deriving an expression for the

intensity background. Through numerical simulations, we have

successfully demonstrated that this method could be employed

for the characterization of PRBS or periodic high speed pulse

trains. Then, we have experimentally demonstrated the relia-

bility of our technique by successfully computing the timing

jitter of a 42.66-Gbit/s PRBS RZ sequence. Finally, we applied

our method to the characterization of a 160-GHz pulse train

during its propagation in a classical 100-km SMF/DCF system
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 9. (a) Measurements from experimental autocorrelation functions of FWHM (circles) and intensity background (triangle) of the 160-GHz pulse train as

a function of propagation distance. (b) Measurements from experimental autocorrelation functions of amplitude σa (bottom) and timing jitters σt (top) as a function

of propagation distance. (c) Autocorrelation function of the 160-GHz pulse train: recorded at 800 km (solid line) and simulated from calculated features (circles).

(d) Corresponding intensity profile of the autocorrelation function simulated in (c).

and successfully derived the different features of the pulse train

as a function of propagation distance (FWHM, intensity back-

ground, timing, and amplitude jitters). The main limitations of

our method is that the measurement is under the assumption that

pulses have a Gaussian shape, that jitters are sufficiently fast to

consider that any bit acts individually, that the bandwidth of the

autocorrelator (typically >THz) is sufficiently large toward the

pulse train repetition rate and that in the case of an intensity

background, timing jitter does not participate to the autocorre-

lation background. In conclusion, we believe that such a simple,

relatively cheap and all-optical method could find a large area

of applications in the ultrahigh speed optical field; for exam-

ple: characterizing fiber ring lasers, high speed DPSK signals

or high speed optical sources and clocks.
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